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With a fleet of more than
75 tugs, including 3 tractor tugs
in Baltimore, McAllister Towing
has been providing unsurpassed
service to the maritime community
for more than 150 years

McAllister Towing of Baltimore
Capt. Mike R. Reagoso - Vice President & GM
www.mcallistertowing.com

 PORT MESSAGES
GOVERNOR’S MESSAGE

Port Is Vital to Maryland’s Recovery

O

ver the past year, the onset of COVID-19 has brought on
unprecedented challenges across all business sectors
around the world. Though the impacts of this global
pandemic are still emerging, we are encouraged by the development
of new vaccines and a rapidly expanding vaccine distribution network.
Maryland’s daily vaccination rate continues to rise to record levels,
and the state has built a robust infrastructure to safely, quickly
and efficiently administer increased supplies of vaccine doses, as
promised to our state, from the federal government. As our nation
begins the race between vaccines and variants, it is critical that
Marylanders get vaccinated when the time comes. While many
impacts of the virus are certain to persist, we are confident that
the proactive measures our state has taken will provide a strong
foundation towards a healthy and expeditious recovery.
A vital element in the state’s recovery is the Port of Baltimore.
The Port of Baltimore has long served as a leading economic indicator
for the region, with its significance further emphasized during the fight
against COVID-19. In the early months of the pandemic, lower cargo
volumes at the Port reflected the impacts on the international supply
chain, as governments, businesses and citizens around the globe
began to grasp the gravity of the situation. However, since the second
half of 2020, the Port of Baltimore has recovered in a big way, posting
double and even triple-digit cargo increases for several consecutive
months. It has also added new or increased business from some of
the top companies in the world.

As global trade recovers, the Port of Baltimore will be
increasingly critical to our efforts. Last month, I visited dredging
operations at the Port of Baltimore for a second, 50-foot-deep berth
at the Seagirt Marine Terminal. The Seagirt Marine Terminal is one
of the only facilities on the East Coast capable of accommodating
large ships coming through the Panama Canal. Despite a very
rainy day, it was great to get out to the Port and see this exciting
project that, when completed, will allow the Port to handle two
such mega-ships at one time. Along with the Howard Street Tunnel
reconstruction, which will allow for the passage of double-stacked
container trains to and from the Port and which has been a project
that my administration has supported since before we took office,
the second deep berth will help place the Port of Baltimore in a
much better position to compete for cargo with other ports.
Throughout this challenging time, I have been continually
grateful to the men and women of the Port’s workforce, who have
done their jobs as always, playing key roles in helping to restock the
shelves in our stores and making sure essential goods are available
for all of us to purchase. As we continue to vaccinate more and more
Marylanders each day, I want to encourage everyone not to let their
guard down. Please keep wearing face coverings and practicing
social distancing. With all of us working together, we will get back to
more normal ways of living and get Maryland moving again.
Larry Hogan, Governor

EXECUTIVE VIEW

E-Commerce, New Infrastructure Mean Strong Outlook for Port

W

e’ve made it into the second quarter of 2021 and the
spring season is upon us — things are looking really
good! I hope you and your families have remained
healthy. With vaccine distribution fully underway in Maryland, we
are making significant progress against the COVID-19 pandemic.
In March, the Port of Baltimore was very honored to welcome
Gov. Larry Hogan. It was pouring rain, but Gov. Hogan didn’t skip a
beat. He visited dredging operations at the Seagirt Marine Terminal for
a second, 50-foot-deep berth that will allow us to handle two 14,000TEU container ships simultaneously and in conjunction with two other
post-Panamax container vessel berths. Maryland Transportation
Secretary Greg Slater, Ports America Chesapeake Vice President
Bayard Hogans and I were happy to show the governor this critical
infrastructure project that will significantly enhance the Port’s container
operations. This was the governor’s first time on a dredge. He took
advantage of the opportunity to sit in the crane’s bucket control seat
for a leverman’s view of dredging operations. I want to thank the great
dredging team at Corman Kokosing Company for helping us make the
governor’s visit a tremendous success.
As the Port continues to rebound strongly from early COVID19 impacts, one of the main reasons for our recovery has been
e-commerce. With a high number of local distribution, fulfillment
and sorting centers in our region, the Port of Baltimore is wellpositioned to be the leading e-commerce destination in the country.
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In this issue, we take a closer look at why the Port has been
successful with e-commerce and the incredible partners we have,
including Ports America Chesapeake and Tradepoint Atlantic, who
are significant contributors for our overall success.
We expect the second half of 2021 to be a very good one
for the Port. Our cargo volumes continue trending in a positive
direction and, in addition to the Seagirt deepening project, we are
moving forward on other big ventures that will have huge, long-term
impacts. These include the Howard Street Tunnel reconstruction
that will provide us double-stack rail capabilities and also berth
renovations at our Dundalk Marine Terminal to better accommodate
larger and heavier roll-on/roll-off equipment.
I want to thank all the people in the maritime transportation
and logistics chain for the work you do every day keeping the
Port of Baltimore moving. From our hardworking International
Longshoremen’s Association labor force to our dedicated truckers
and to our terminal operators, pilots, tugs and freight forwarders,
you all deserve recognition for what you have done during these
challenging times. I want to also recognize the MDOT MPA staff
and employees for their dedication and hard work. I look forward
to meeting all of you in person soon. In the meantime, please stay
safe, follow health and safety protocols, and have a great spring.
William P. Doyle, Executive Director

building
maryland for
over a century
The power to get it done and
the workforce and equipment
to make it happen.

MARINE INFRASTRUCTURE
PIER | WHARF
PILE DRIVING | DREDGING
SHORELINE PROTECTION
ENVIRONMENTAL
RESTORATION

410.792.9400
www.cormankokosing.com

ACL is the only Atlantic carrier that can transport both containers
& oversized cargo on the same ship.

Follow Us On:

The Happenings In and Around the Port — Send us your news for a possible item in the
Soundings section in the Port of Baltimore Magazine. Email tina.irgang@todaymediacustom.com.

NEWSMAKERS

Hogan, Board of Public Works
Approve Contract to Study
New Sediment Uses
Two Maryland companies won a
contract from the Maryland Board
of Public Works (BPW) to study
innovative uses for sediment
dredged from shipping channels that
lead to the Port of Baltimore. BPW
members are Gov. Larry Hogan,
Comptroller Peter Franchot and
Treasurer Nancy Kopp.
Potential uses to be explored
include the manufacture of concrete
products such as retainer walls and
low-compression-strength blocks.
“Our administration is pleased
to see companies explore ways to
transform dredged material into
products that aid construction and
boost our economy,” Gov. Hogan
said. “These innovative uses could
turn sediment that builds up in the
Chesapeake Bay into a valuable
resource for making bricks, concrete
and even structural support for
shorelines.”
Sediment gathers in shipping
channels and must be regularly
dredged to keep those channels
open for navigation. In the past,
dredged sediment has been used for
land-restoration projects, including
Hart-Miller Island in Baltimore
County and Poplar Island in Talbot
County. Planned future restoration
projects include James and Barren
islands in Dorchester County.
“The Maryland Department
of Transportation Maryland Port
Administration (MDOT MPA) has
been a national leader in using
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dredged material in ways that
benefit the community and the
environment,” said MDOT Secretary
Greg Slater. “These new proposals
could lead to new and innovative
reuse of dredged materials.”
The two contracts approved
by BPW include:
h $270,400 to Harford Industrial
Minerals Inc. of Joppa, to study
and demonstrate the use of sediment
to produce lightweight aggregate that
can serve the manufacture of structural
concrete and various fill applications.
The goal is to make a locally produced
product that is of comparable or
superior quality compared to existing
commercial options.

Our
administration
is pleased to
see companies
explore ways
to transform
dredged material
into products that
aid construction
and boost
our economy.
– Gov. Larry Hogan

h $274,200 to Susquehanna
Concrete Products Inc. of Magnolia,
to study the use of dredged sediment
in the manufacture of concrete
products such as retainer walls and
low-compression-strength blocks.
“We’re excited to partner
with these companies to test
the ability to reuse sediment for
productive purposes,” said MDOT
MPA Executive Director William P.
Doyle. “This allows us to continue
removing dredged sediment from
our channels to maintain the 50-foot
depth needed to accommodate the
supersized vessels that bring cargo
and jobs to the Port of Baltimore,

January/February/March 2021

while recycling that sediment to
use again in other ways — a real
win-win.”
The two new contracts join
three others approved in recent
months that would also explore new
uses for dredged sediment, such
as in the manufacture of concrete
traffic barriers, shoreline protection
structures, re-engineered soil for
growing sod, ceramic bricks and
permeable pavers. •

OBITUARY

Curt Perry, Founding Partner
of C J International, Dies at 74
With great sadness, we at C J
International are informing you of the
sudden death of one of our founders,
Curtis (Curt) R. Perry on November
25, 2020. He was 74.
Curt was born in Baltimore and
lived here for many years. He was a
graduate of Loyola High School and
was proud of his Jesuit education.
Shortly after graduation from the
University of Baltimore, he joined the
United States Marine Corp. After an
honorable discharge, he began his
career with the U.S. Customs Service.
Curt established C J in 1987, a few
years after he left the U.S. Customs
Service in Baltimore, where he served
as Chief Inspector and Regional
Director for the Mid-Atlantic Region.
As a Customs Broker, he served on
the Private Sector Port Committee

for many years and was a strong
advocate for the Port of Baltimore.
He will be missed and mourned by
all his C J partners and the entire C J
team, but especially by his wife of 53
years, Elaine Perry, and his daughters,
Dr. Jill Brinkman and Cindi Perry. •

COMING SOON:

COMMUNITY
CORNER
Port of Baltimore Magazine
is excited to bring you
a new feature called
Community Corner. Let us
know what you’re doing to
help your community during
the pandemic or just in
general. If you’re involved
in community events, we’d
love to highlight you!
EMAIL tina.irgang@
todaymediacustom.com
to be included.

NEWSMAKERS

Museum of Industry Receives
Grant to Digitize Helen Bentley
Film Collection
The Baltimore Museum of Industry
(BMI) received a grant from the Institute
of Museum and Library Sciences to
preserve, catalog and rehouse the
Helen Bentley film collection.
This award through the Museums
for America program and a bequest
from Bentley’s estate provide funding
for the fragile, 16 millimeter acetate
films to be preserved in a digital
format. Once the project is completed
in late 2021, film clips and scripts from
the show will be accessible through
the museum’s online catalog, helping
to ensure their historic integrity and
accessibility for generations to come.
Despite the challenges with the
COVID-19 pandemic, the Baltimore

Museum of Industry’s
collections department
has made progress on conserving the
film collection of Helen Bentley’s longrunning television program The Port
That Built a City and State. Bentley
hosted the weekly program, which
ran on WMAR from 1950-1965. She
was the nation’s first female maritime
reporter and later served as a U.S.
Congresswoman.
“This project will allow us to have
better physical and intellectual control
over this catalog, arguably among the
most important records of maritime
history in the nation,” said BMI Archivist
and Project Director Matt Shirko.
Henninger Media Services in

Arlington, Va., a firm specializing in the
preservation of motion pictures, has
been selected by Shirko and his team
to handle the digitization work.
Bentley was one of the BMI’s
earliest champions, advocating for its
inception alongside museum founder
Mayor William Donald Schaefer, and
was a cherished trustee at the BMI at
the time of her death in 2016. Bentley
also played a key role championing the
Port as a Congresswoman.
Financial terms of the grant were
not disclosed. •
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 PORT SOUNDINGS
NEWSMAKERS

BMW to Open New
Vehicle Distribution Center
at Tradepoint Atlantic
BMW of North America plans to build a new vehicle distribution center (VDC) at Tradepoint Atlantic to meet growing
demand in the region for its BMW and MINI brands.
The VDC will be nearly double the size of the company’s
existing distribution center on Broening Highway and is
expected to open in September. It will process close to
100,000 BMW and MINI vehicles annually, with flexibility to
add volume as market demand and conditions require.
“BMW’s new facility is another byproduct of
tremendous partnerships at the Port of Baltimore that
continue to produce jobs and grow Maryland’s economy,”
said Maryland Department of Transportation (MDOT)
Secretary Greg Slater. “The public-private partnership

between MDOT and Ports America
Chesapeake has provided state-ofthe-art infrastructure and cultivated an
outstanding, dedicated workforce. The growth
of Tradepoint Atlantic, BMW and others reflects confidence
in our Port and the state’s economic recovery.”
The VDC at Tradepoint will be the company’s secondlargest distribution center in the U.S. and serve 122 BMW
and MINI dealers in the eastern and central regions of the
U.S. The company chose Tradepoint due to its logistical
advantages, which include access to deep water berths as
well as proximity to rail and highway transportation.
“We congratulate Tradepoint Atlantic and BMW on this
exciting news,” said MDOT Maryland Port Administration
(MDOT MPA) Executive Director William P. Doyle. “This
facility will help further strengthen the Port of Baltimore’s
position as the top auto-handling port in the nation.
Tradepoint is building something very special, and what they
are doing is just tremendous for the entire Port of Baltimore.
This is a win for Tradepoint, BMW, the Port of Baltimore and
our state.” •

OBITUARY

NEWSMAKERS

Gov. Hogan Visits Seagirt,
Touts Port’s Future
In a March 24 visit to the Port’s Seagirt Marine Terminal,
Gov. Larry Hogan saw firsthand the dredging operations to
create a second 50-foot-deep berth that will allow Baltimore to
accommodate two ultra-large ships simultaneously. The
second berth, along with the planned Howard Street Tunnel expansion, will solidify the Port as a “critical hub for commerce,”
Gov. Hogan said. “It’s great that the
governor could come out and see
the Seagirt dredging for himself,”
said Scott Cowan, President of ILA
Local 333. “It’s a big project for
the future of the Port, and our labor
force is very excited about it.” •
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Christos
Kritikos,
Founder
of Ceres
Terminals,
Dies at 95
Christos N. “Chris” Kritikos, a pioneer of the shipping
industry, passed away Jan. 31 at his home. He was
95 years old.
Born in Greece, Kritikos came to America in
1947 as a merchant marine. A decade later, he
started his own stevedoring company, Ceres
Terminals Incorporated, to take advantage of an
influx of cargo ships caused by the opening of
the St. Lawrence Seaway. Originally founded in
Chicago, Ceres soon expanded across the Midwest,
and finally to the Port of Baltimore in 1979.
“Our industry has lost one of its most
memorable and unique individuals,” said Thomas
K. Simmers, past President and CEO of Ceres
Terminals. “He was a colorful soul full of ambition
and drive, and the nerve to pull his vision off. Using
his progressive vision and outsized personality,
Chris built a small Chicago-based startup company
into one of the leading stevedoring and terminal
operators in North America. His is a true American
success story. The industry will miss him.” •

NEWSMAKERS

Steamship
Trade
Association
Names New
President

In Partnership with Tradepoint Atlantic

CCBC Transportation Training Center

The Steamship Trade Association
of Baltimore, Inc. (STA)
announced March 5 that David P.
Hartman would take on the role of
president, following the untimely
death of Michael P. Angelos late
last year.
Hartman has been with the
STA since 1983, rising through
the ranks from Registration Clerk
to Vice President, a position he
has held since 2001. He also
serves as Trustee on the STA-ILA
Pension, Benefit and Severance
& Annuity Funds, the STA-ILA
Vacation & Holiday Fund, and the
Container Royalty Fund.
“David’s long experience with
STA and the collective bargaining
parties made him the clear and
sound choice for President of the
STA,” said Trip Bailey, Chairman of
the STA Board of Directors. “David
has served in every leadership role
at the STA with distinction.”
Hartman said he is “truly
honored and humbled for the
privilege to proudly serve as
President of the Steamship Trade
Association, representing all of its
member companies, working as
a team, employing members of
the International Longshoremen’s
Association as a partner, which
will continue to ensure that
the Port of Baltimore provides
world class service to its many
customers and stakeholders.” •

Is Open!
There is a key need in the transportation
industry for trained workers.
Get started on a career with a bright future!
Training available in:
• Aviation
• Marine
• Logistics
• Transportation
For more information contact:
Kipp Snow at ksnow@ccbcmd.edu or 443-840-3034

Let Us Train Your Staff!

Workshop
Workshop
Services
Services
& Specialty
& Specialty
Products
Products
ShipShip
& Industrial
& Industrial
Equipment
Equipment
Repair
Repair
★
★

★ Hull
★ Piping
★ Piping
★ Cargo
★ Cargo
★ Ramps
★ Ramps
★ Welding
★ Welding
★ Machining
★ Machining
★
★
Hull
Systems
Systems
GearGear

★ Cranes
★ Main
★ Main
★ Underwater
★ Underwater
★
★
Cranes
& Rigging
& Rigging
Propulsion
Propulsion
& Auxiliary
& Auxiliary
Machinery
Machinery
Services
Services

www.mossmarineusa.com
mossmarine@aol.com
(410)542-8775
www.mossmarineusa.com
(410)542-8775

Moss
MossMarine
MarineUSA
USA
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EcoPort
Eco
Port
Environmental Management at the Port of Baltimore BY TINA IRGANG LEADERMAN

LIGHTING
THE WAY

E

veryone has heard of a win-win situation, but
rarely do we hear about a win-win-win-win
situation. Recently, the installation of new
LED lighting inside four sheds at the Dundalk
Marine Terminal created such an opportunity.
The Maryland Department of Transportation
Maryland Port Administration (MDOT MPA) electrical
maintenance department installed the new lighting
inside the sheds in preparation for use by Port tenant
BalTerm, which handles cargo for many of the world’s
largest forest product companies.

So, what were some of those wins?
Energy Efficiency
The project is expected to remove 559 equivalent tons
of carbon dioxide (CO2), which is equal to the emissions
from the electricity used by 70 homes during the course
of one year or the greenhouse gas emissions from 93
passenger cars per year.

The installation started in December and lasted
about one month. The workers devised a strategy that
included working on weekends when no other activity
was happening in the sheds. MDOT MPA Electrical
Supervisor Roland Boone thanked the MDOT MPA
electrical team, calling the installation “a well-done job
by Don Stevens, Samuel Wilson, Charles Maul and
Kevin Sharp.” He also thanked Rockeye Truelove and
the MDOT MPA Terminal Operations team, whose
coordination helped to move the project along.
Next, the electrical team, which includes Joe
Nickoles, Bill Milani, Tony Allman, Ed Klingenstein and
Roland Boone, is looking forward to upgrading the
sheds’ exterior lighting. This phase of the project is in
the planning stages.
“It is great to see projects come together that
ultimately make our facilities more attractive to new and
existing clients. Let’s face it. Our goal is to have topnotch marine terminals that attract businesses, create
jobs for Marylanders and reduce State spending. The
more cost-efficient our facilities are, the more attractive
they become. The use of modern technology invests

Our goal is to have top-notch
marine terminals that attract
businesses, create jobs for Marylanders
and reduce State spending.”
— Ed Klingenstein, MDOT MPA Engineering
Department Energy Manager

Cost Savings
A return on investment (ROI) analysis determined that
the new LED lighting will result in an energy cost savings
of more than $70,000 per year.

Time & Maintenance
Since LED bulbs have longer lifespans and do not have to be
changed as often, the upgrade at the four sheds is expected
to save an additional $20,000 in labor and materials.

Better Lighting
The new LED lighting creates more lumens, or light
output, per watt than the previous high-intensity
discharge (HID) high-pressure sodium lighting, creating
a better work environment for the tenant.
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tax dollars in a worthy manner, whereby efficiency
improves, reduces our environmental footprint, and
lowers operating and maintenance costs. This is a
win-win-win-win investment for all, and I look forward
to completing more,” said MDOT MPA Engineering
Department Energy Manager Ed Klingenstein.
The Port has completed several other notable LED
lighting projects, including new construction at the Cox
Creek Operations and Maintenance Complex, which was
finished in 2019, and a significant upgrade project at the
Fairfield Marine Terminal where 33 metal halide fixtures,
a technology developed in the 1960s, were replaced
with LED fixtures. •

OBSERVE THE
EAGLES ON LIVE
STREAMING
CAMERA

Eagles Return to Masonville
Cove for Third Year

F

or the third year in a row, a pair of bald eagles
is nesting at the Maryland Department of
Transportation Maryland Port Administration’s
(MDOT MPA) Masonville Cove Environmental
Education Center.
Over the past two years, the birds have raised a total of
four eaglets at Masonville, and more offspring is possible this
year, with the nesting season continuing through May. The
public can observe the birds through a live streaming camera
installed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS). The
feed is available at www.masonvillecove.org/eagles.
“We want to thank all our partners for making it easy
for the public to monitor these beautiful eagles,” said
MDOT MPA Director of Harbor Development Kristen Fidler.
“Masonville Cove is home to many different species of birds
and wildlife. It’s exciting for the public to watch this nesting
pair, especially with the possibility of following any eaglets
from egg to fledgling in the nest!”
MDOT MPA’s partners at Masonville include USFWS,
the Maryland Environmental Service, the Living Classrooms
Foundation and the National Aquarium. The partners have
collaborated to minimize disturbances for the nesting eagles

and have established a protected area for them in compliance
with National Bald Eagle Nest Protection Guidelines.
However, for those who wish to observe the eagles in
person, it’s possible to do so while hiking the Captain Trash
Wheel trail. The trail is accessible from the Masonville Cove
Environmental Education Center. Visitors are encouraged
to bring binoculars and must adhere to COVID-19 health
guidelines, such as mask wearing and social distancing. •

MARINE TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
1.410.355.2000

24 hrs/7 days weekly - Worldwide
Full Service Marine Contractor specializing in:
• Commercial Diving (our divers are OQ
Certified through OQSG, including HAZMAT
and deep penetration diving)
• Heavy Marine Construction
• Ship Husbandry (ABS/DNV certified for
underwater inspection and repairs)
• Crane/Barge/Tug Service
• Maintenance and Repairs
• Pile Driving
• Inspection Services

Visit our website www.marinetechnologiesinc.com or call TODAY!
To subscribe or renew, visit www.marylandports.com [13]
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MDOT MPA, USACE
Partnership to Reconstruct
Islands Celebrates Success

I

DONOVAN EATON PHOTOGRAPHY

n January, the Maryland Department of Transportation
Maryland Port Administration (MDOT MPA) and U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) marked a major
milestone in the restoration of Poplar Island near Talbot
County. At the same time, the two agencies are moving

forward with plans for their next partnership, the MidChesapeake Bay Island Ecosystem Restoration.
Since 1998, Poplar Island has been the primary site for
reuse of dredged sediment from shipping channels leading
to the Port of Baltimore. The island’s final expansion, which
added four new wetland cells and one upland cell, wrapped
up on January 20.
“The MDOT MPA is known for its innovative use of
dredged material to restore land and create environmental
assets,” said Gov. Larry Hogan. “Dredging is necessary for
the Port of Baltimore to accommodate the huge ships that
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deliver cargo and
grow our economy.
The legacy of Poplar
Island shows we can
support both commerce
O
N
DO
and the environment if we
embrace innovation and work
together.”
Once dwindled to less than 10 acres due to erosion,
Poplar Island has been rebuilt to its original 1,150-acre
footprint through the MDOT MPA and USACE partnership.
Today, the island is home to hundreds of species of wildlife
and waterfowl.
While Poplar Island will continue to receive dredged
sediment until 2032, MDOT MPA and the USACE are
now starting work on the Mid-Chesapeake Bay Island
Ecosystem Restoration. This new project will rebuild
James and Barren islands near Dorchester County and
will eventually replace Poplar Island as Maryland’s primary
receiving site for dredged sediment from Bay channels.
For fiscal year 2021, the USACE’s Baltimore District
has been allocated $382,000 to work on the design and
pre-engineering phase of the project. Pending permits,
restoration at Barren Island could begin in 2022, with James
Island following in 2024. James Island will accommodate

Our experience working with
the Army Corps of Engineers at
Poplar Island gives us great optimism
for what we can accomplish together
at Mid-Chesapeake Bay.”
— Greg Slater, MDOT Secretary

an estimated 90 million to 95 million cubic yards of dredged
sediment, while Barren will accept sediment from nearby
shallow-draft channels.
“Our experience working with the Army Corps of
Engineers at Poplar Island gives us great optimism for what
we can accomplish together at Mid-Chesapeake Bay,”
said MDOT Secretary Greg Slater. “This restoration will
rebuild two vanishing islands and help protect Maryland’s
critical shorelines. It also demonstrates, yet again, how
dredged material can be a valuable resource to support the
Bay environment and the men and women working at the
Port.” •

ASSOCIATION of
MARYLAND PILOTS
Phone: (410) 342-6013 | dispatch@MDPILOTS.com
www.marylandpilots.com | 3720 Dillon Street | Baltimore, MD 21224
To subscribe or renew, visit www.marylandports.com [15]

COVID RECOVERY

A STRONG
ONLINE
SPENDING IN
U.S. IS UP

44%
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POSITION
BY TINA IRGANG LEADERMAN

PORT OF BALTIMORE IS THE IDEAL
PARTNER TO HELP RETAILERS
HANDLE E-COMMERCE SURGE

T

he COVID pandemic forced brick-and-mortar stores all over
the country to close in 2020, leading to an unprecedented
surge in e-commerce. The Port of Baltimore, with
its proven cargo-handling performance, world-class
infrastructure and extensive warehousing space, is second-to-none
in its ability to handle this increase in shipping.
According to industry publication Digital Commerce 360,
consumers spent $861.12 billion online with U.S. retailers in
2020, up 44.0% from $598.02 billion in 2019. Online spending
represented 21.3% of total retail sales last year, compared with
15.8% the year prior.
On the ground, this has translated to unprecedented demand
for distribution, fulfillment, sorting and other shipping services.
The Port’s location within the Baltimore-Washington-Northern
Virginia consumer market, the fourth-largest consumer market in
the U.S. and one of the wealthiest, is a major strategic asset in this
respect. Placing distribution and fulfillment close to the point of
consumption saves cargo owners tremendous supply chain costs.
“E-commerce continues to be a driving factor in our recovery,”
said William P. Doyle, Executive Director of the Maryland
Department of Transportation Maryland Port Administration (MDOT

COVID RECOVERY

Maryland Distribution
DistributionCenters
Centers by
by County
County
Maryland
Floor & Decor

Snavely Forest Products
Total Biz FullFilment

D S Livestock Equipment
Corolle
Big Jigs Toys USA
Domestic Marketing Service

DalTile
Knorr Brake
Penguin Random House
Evapco
Flowserve Pump Division
Neonetics
Solo Cup
Catoctin Mountain Growers
Elite Screens
Advaning
Jos A Bank Clothiers

Volvo

Webstaurant / Clark & Assoc.

Tractor Supply Co.
Staples
Home Depot
Bramati Marble and Stone

Wholesale Mill Work
AMM Group
Sierra Hygiene Products

Bob’s Discount

AGCO
Global Trading Furniture
Dunlop Protective Footwear
United Source One
A&A Global Gaming
The Gill Maryland
McCormick Distribution Center
Amazon
Smiths Detection
Aarons Sales & Lease
Perdue Agriculture
TIC Gums
Container Store
Breakthru Beverage
Disney
Electrolux
McCormick
Trilogy Machienry
National Gypsum
Becton Dickinson
Coty
Under Armour

IKEA

LIDL
Haier General Electric
Restoration Hardware
Michelin Tire
Ritchie Bros Auctioneers
Maryland Cork

Arauco

68

GARRETT

WASHINGTON

ALLEGANY

Classic Brands

CARROLL

COSTCO

Bramati Marble & Granite
Dynamic Rugs
Global Hardware Systems
Flowserve Pump
Wellmade Floor
Esschert Design USA
Phoenix Mecano
Builders First Source
Life Technologies

Rhee Bros.
Elite Spice
WR Grace
Delsey Luggage
Eastland Foods
Domino Sugar
Westar Distribution
Sungwon Distributor
Wismettac Asian Foods
Gramaco Granite & Marble
RNDC Jessup
ENI Distribution
EMD Sales, Inc.

70

ICON Logistics Services

BALTIMORE
CITY

HOWARD

270

HARFORD

BALTIMORE

FREDERICK

Heineken
Pompeian
King Architectural Metal
Panka Board
Keffa Coffe
Java Holdings
Life Science Products
Intralin
Creafill Fibers
American Container Equipment
Dixon Valve (Specialty) Products
Eastman Chemical

CECIL

83

KENT

Global Wholesale Supply

MONTGOMERY

Oldsailors Ocean Shipping
ENI Distribution
Concord Atlantic
Artelye Marble & Granite
Roma Stone
Blue Planet
FILA
Sonco Worldwide
Jenneau Boat Builders
Thai Global Beverages
Bay Logistics
AMBU

ANNE
ARUNDEL

PRINCE
GEORGE'S

QUEEN
ANNE'S

Nagel Farms

Kangde Xin America
Paris Foods
Compact Glass
EJD
Celeste Industries

TALBOT

CAROLINE

Triangle Quality Foods

Maryland Plastics
MH Manufacturing
Hoffman Irrigation

CALVERT

V Nine
Bonaberi Shipping & Moving
Nadex Shipping & Logistic
My A & Co Imports & Wholesale

Perdue (Ag/Foods/Grain)

DORCHESTER
ST.
MARY'S

WICOMICO

Yesteryear Furnishings

WORCESTER

Hart Industries

SOMERSET

Southern Glazers MD

Disclaimer: This source was published based on data from PIERS through The Port of Baltimore for the year ending 2019.

MPA). “The Port of Baltimore is
surrounded by many of the region’s
distribution, fulfillment and sorting
centers. With consumers making more
online purchases during the pandemic,
that’s resulting in strong container
gains for us.”
The pandemic had a tremendous
impact on the maritime shipping
industry, and overall volume numbers
for 2020 were down compared to
2019, but a strong finish due to the
e-commerce surge helped the Port
narrow the gap. For example, December
saw a 29% increase in general cargo,
at 946,355 tons, compared to the low
point in June. Containers, with 53,057
boxes, were up 11.9% compared to
June. In fact, the general cargo numbers
for December 2020 represented an 8%
increase over December 2019.
“Containers are the top job-producing
commodity at the Port’s public
terminals,” said Scott Cowan, President
of International Longshoremen’s
Association (ILA) Local 333, “so the
increased business is great news for the
men and women of the ILA.”

8%

INCREASE
IN GENERAL
CARGO FROM
DEC. 2019 TO
DEC. 2020
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Warwick Fulfillment

BayValley Foods
Cambridge International
Hoffman Irrigation

Zoetis Services
Jubilant Cadista Pharmaceuticals
Delmarva Power

CHARLES

Regency Furniture
Production Products
Mid-Atlantic Pottery
Bay State Precast
Astral Hospitality

Stertil Koni USA
Paul Reed Smith Guitars
Video Mount Products
Imagine Surfaces
Michigan Manufacturing Intern’l
Sauer Compressors USA

95

KMC and Associates

Sunspecs

Quiet Storm Surf Shop
Bel Art Maryland
Island Wear
Exquisite Supply
Baypointe

“When you consider the global
economic impact of COVID-19
throughout the year, the rebound
we’ve seen in recent months at the
Port of Baltimore is nothing short of
tremendous,” said MDOT Secretary
Greg Slater. “Our strong finish to 2020
reflects highly on Maryland’s economy,
the dedication of our Port workforce
and the maritime industry’s confidence
in our ability to safely and efficiently
deliver their cargo to the marketplace.”

Seagirt Improvements
Boost Efficiency
The increase in e-commerce has been
particularly evident at Seagirt Marine
Terminal. “Volume levels in the second
half of 2020 and the start of 2021 have
been growing at a high rate,” said
Bayard Hogans, Vice President of Ports
America Chesapeake (PAC), which
operates Seagirt under a public-private
partnership with the MDOT MPA. “The
number of container exchanges on
most vessels has gone up significantly
and vessel sizes are increasing.”

One recent example of this is the
Maersk Edinburgh, which called at
Seagirt in mid-February. Longshore
workers set a new record for the most
container moves ever from a single
ship in the Port’s 315-year history by
conducting 6,000 moves between
Feb. 8 and 11. That record surpassed
a previous high mark of 5,536, set as
recently as last August.
Amid this surge in business, the
reliable performance of Baltimore’s
terminals has gained recognition.
Seagirt averages a turn time of about
60 minutes per truck, as good or
better than other East Coast ports.
This efficiency allows e-commerce
customers to have a leg up on their
competition, as inventory gets to
distribution centers more quickly, as
opposed to sitting on a ship at anchor
or inside a terminal.
Other ports “have struggled to
handle the surge of import volumes,
with some vessels waiting for five to
12 days before making it to the berth

 Bayard Hogans, Vice President of PAC, and
William P. Doyle, Executive Director of the MDOT MPA.

for operations to start. This has been a
worst-case situation for some retailers,
who can’t meet the demands of
e-commerce due to supply chain delays
as a result,” Hogans said. “The Port
of Baltimore has not experienced the
struggles [these gateways] have faced,
making it a preferred destination for
e-commerce retailers looking to improve
their supply chain performance.”
The Port’s ability to handle
the e-commerce surge will be

further improved by a $166 million
infrastructure investment recently
announced by PAC. “The investments
PAC is making at Seagirt will ensure that
not only will the Port of Baltimore be
able to grow with the demands of this
robust market to support e-commerce,
but will do it in a way that increases
efficiencies and provides supply chain
solutions that other gateways cannot
emulate,” Hogan said.
Planned updates include four new

COVID RECOVERY

E-Commerce
PAC Strategy

1

RELIABILITY

Consistent, reliable and efficient service,
with truck turn times at Seagirt Marine
Terminal being historically some of the best in
the industry.

2

VISIBILITY

A suite of visibility tools so you can see
where your cargo is at any point in the
terminal process. These tools are intuitive, easy
and supported by mobile devices — so you’ll know
before you go!

3

PROXIMITY

The Port of Baltimore and Seagirt Marine
Terminal provide proximity not only to a
large population base, but one of the most affluent
in the country — a population with buying power.

4

CAPACITY

Maryland has ample industrial commercial
real estate capacity ready to support
e-commerce — as well as robust support —
in the form of economic development, workforce
development, and development incentives.

Information Provided by PAC

container cranes and the upgrade
of a second 50-foot berth, allowing
Seagirt to handle two 14,000 TwentyFoot Equivalent Unit (TEU) vessels
simultaneously. PAC will also invest
in advancements to its Terminal
Operating System (TOS) technology,
improved weigh-in-motion truck scales
and advanced visibility tools. Another
key addition will be 15 hybrid-electric
rubber-tired gantry cranes.
However, e-commerce customers
don’t have to wait for infrastructure
improvements to receive top-notch
service. “PAC is continuously
enhancing the processes of the
terminal to meet the needs of its
e-commerce customers,” Hogans
said. “The team at PAC closely
monitors import levels in the terminal
and expected future volumes.
We adjust gate hours as needed,
specifically on holidays and weekends.
Dedicated weekend gates for
e-commerce customers are another
example of how PAC has adjusted
normal operating procedures to meet
the needs of e-commerce.”

PAC also recently moved an
on-dock container repair depot to an
off-dock location across the street
to accommodate surging container
volumes. “The introduction of this
new repair facility is another step in
ensuring Seagirt Marine Terminal
remains positioned as one of the most
efficient gateways on the East Coast,”
Hogans said. It’s yet another way the
Port is gearing up to help e-commerce
customers move their products quickly
through Baltimore.
PAC also provides a robust suite of
technology tools that focus on visibility
for customers. The TOS web portal
provides a vast menu of options to see
the status of a container movement,
while PA Connect is a solution that
allows cargo status information off
TOS to be shared in real time with
the customer’s own transportation or
warehouse management system. “This
is a tremendous benefit to managing the
needs of an e-commerce supply chain
efficiently,” Hogans said.
Another bright spot in the Port’s
ability to serve e-commerce customers

STAY
SECURE.

24-HOUR

MOORING

SERVICE

Maryland Line Handling Co.
2200 Broening Highway | Suite 235A
Baltimore, Maryland 21224

email: mdlinehandling@comcast.net
office: 443.506.9286 | fax: 410.633.2565

Warm Service.
Delivered Cold.
For more than 90 years, MTC
Logistics has been providing
temperature controlled
logistics services. Now with
more than 32,000 pallet
spaces adjacent to the Port
of Baltimore and max loading
capabilities. To learn more
visit us at www.mtccold.com

lly
Strategica e
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d
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Port
For 82 years, you’ve known us as
Merchants Terminal Corporation. To
better accommodate an evolving market
we too have evolved by providing a
full line of services. Introducing
MTC Logistics. To learn more please
visit us at www.mtccold.com

www.mtccold.com
www.mtccold.com
410-342-9300

Warehousing - Transportation - Technology

410-342-9300

Baltimore - Jessup - Wilmington

Baltimore | Jessup | Wilmington

WA RE HOUSI N G • TRAN SPORTATION • TECHN OLOGY
To subscribe or renew, visit www.marylandports.com [21]
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The pandemic has placed increased emphasis on our
nation’s supply chain, and as a result, we and our tenants
have been actively working to meet the increased demands.”
– Aaron Tomarchio, Senior Vice President of Corporate Affairs, Tradepoint Atlantic

Port Businesses

Thrive

Amid Surge
in E-Commerce
Total Biz
Fulfillment
“In 2020, business-toconsumer (B2C) shipments
by Total Biz Fulfillment were
up almost 300% over 2019,”
said President Gary Ruddell.
“Total Biz created a number
of additional jobs to meet
this B2C surge, and while we
had already enhanced Total
Biz’s operation processes, the
sheer volume caused more
warehouse working space”
to be used, as well as more
space dedicated to orders that
were completed but not yet
picked up by ground carriers.
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As Total Biz adjusts to
the surge in business,
“The Port of Baltimore’s
location is ideal,” Ruddell
said. “Americans have
high expectations for quick
shipments, and the East
Coast remains at a higher
population density than
other geographical regions
in the U.S. Total Biz is
located far enough inland
that it enhances the Port of
Baltimore’s location as the
most inland Port that serves
the American heartland.
Additionally, the main entry
point into the Canadian
commercial market heartland
is but eight hours north of
our warehouses. So whether
the inventory is moving
north, south or west, the Port
of Baltimore is well situated.”

January/February/March 2021

Bob’s Discount
Furniture
“Bob’s Discount Furniture
moved 5,500 Forty-Foot
Equivalent Units (FEUs)
into the Port of Baltimore
in 2020,” said Lindsay
Ruszczyk, Director of
Communications for Bob’s
Furniture. The company
projects an increase to 7,500
FEUs in 2021.
“Pandemic-related
sales have increased
Bob’s business across all
channels,” which includes
“significant increases” in
e-commerce sales, Ruszczyk
said. The Port of Baltimore
is an ideal hub for Bob’s to
accommodate this surge
due to the proximity of the
company’s Mid-Atlantic
store footprint.

Amazon
Amazon made its decision
to open a new fulfillment
center at Tradepoint due
to “a variety of factors …
such as customer demand,
a dedicated workforce and
great local support — all
of which we’ve found in
Baltimore County,” said Av
Zammit, a spokesperson
for the e-commerce giant.
“As we build out our robust
fulfillment network, we are
building closer to customers
than ever before, and every
generation of fulfillment
center brings new technology
that helps us process orders
more efficiently and faster
than ever before. The Port
and local infrastructure in
the Baltimore region enables
us to deliver to our customers
more efficiently.”

is the planned Howard Street Tunnel
expansion, which will bring doublestack intermodal rail to the Port. “The
opportunities around the Howard Street
Tunnel project will be a game changer
for the Port and continue to position
Seagirt to attract e-commerce retail
customers to the region,” Hogans said.

Tradepoint Atlantic Adds
Major Fulfillment Centers
Private terminals around the Port
also have seen benefits from the
e-commerce surge. One example is
Tradepoint Atlantic, the 3,300-acre
former site of Bethlehem Steel that
has emerged as a major shipping and
warehousing hub.
Tradepoint has seen more than
$1.5 billion of private investment
since its inception in 2014 and signed
more than 30 tenants that include
major players such as Amazon, Under
Armour and Floor & Décor. To date,

Maryland
Motor Truck
Association, Inc.
“Many of our members in
both the intermodal and
general freight sectors have
benefited by the recent uptick
in the Port’s e-commerce
business,” said Armand
Patella, Executive Vice
President of the Maryland
Motor Truck Association.
“Additional, full container
loads of imports are being
picked up and delivered to
points west and north, within
Maryland and neighboring
states. Throughout the
pandemic and with the help
and cooperation of MDOT
and the Federal Motor Carrier
Safety Administration,
especially early on, our
members responded by
trying to hire more drivers,

Tradepoint has developed and leased
9.3 million square feet of distribution,
warehousing and industrial space, with
plans for up to an additional 7 million
square feet in future development.
“The pandemic has placed increased
emphasis on our nation’s supply chain,
and as a result, we and our tenants
have been actively working to meet
the increased demands,” said Aaron
Tomarchio, Senior Vice President of
Corporate Affairs at Tradepoint. “Activity
both in operations and development
continues 24/7. Additionally, we have
seen a spike in market activity, with
companies looking to make investments
in supply chain management. This
includes the latest in state-of-the-art
facilities and technology to increase
throughput of product to the market.”
For example, e-commerce titan
Amazon last year announced the
opening of a massive new fulfillment
center at Tradepoint. That brings the
total of Amazon’s Port-area facilities to

leasing or purchasing extra
equipment such as chassis,
expanding their terminal
space, and hiring additional
support staff.”
Even before the onset
of the pandemic, Patella
said, “we’ve watched a
big increase of capacity by
private distribution centers,
as well as both public and
private warehouses to
unload, sort, and deliver
these goods either to stores
or directly to the consumer.”
The surge in e-commerce,
combined with traditional
cargos such as grain and
household goods, have
helped the association’s
members “realize stability
and even some growth during
a time when other industries
are hurting.”

five: one in Dundalk, two at Tradepoint,
one in White Marsh and one in Cecil
County. McCormick & Co. has also
revealed plans to open a state-of-the-art
distribution center at the shipping hub.
McCormick’s 1.8-million-square-foot
leased facility will substantially increase
the company’s capacity and is expected
to open in the second half of 2022.
“The combination of McCormick’s
world-class production and processing
capabilities and Tradepoint Atlantic’s
multi-modal connectivity to East
Coast and global markets will allow
for sustained growth for many years
to come,” said Kerry Doyle, Managing
Director for Tradepoint.
In an effort to attract even more
e-commerce business, Tradepoint is
working with the Port of Baltimore to
further improve connectivity via a new
rail shuttle. This addition, Tomarchio said,
will “enhance efficiency of rail moves,
which will help reduce chances of truck
congestion in and around the Port.” •

Super Impulse
While Super Impulse
continues to struggle
with the loss of brick-andmortar business, “we did
see an increase from our
e-commerce customers,
maybe about 30%,” said CFO
Michelle Dorfman.
Shipping through Baltimore
has helped the company fill
that surge in e-commerce
orders. “The Port of Baltimore
offers us the most direct
route to our warehouse
from our shipping points in
Asia,” Dorfman said. “We
prefer the direct ocean vessel
access, as compared to
West Coast ports that would
require cross-country ground
transportation.” Compared
to other Northeastern
gateways, she added, the
Port provides fast turnover

from ship to warehouse,
and “we also prefer the
more personal service that
provides improved lines of
communication.”

To subscribe or renew, visit www.marylandports.com [23]

 PORT BUSINESS

A Promising
Partnership
METSÄ GROUP’S
NEW CONTRACT WITH
PORT REPRESENTS
A BIG INVESTMENT IN A
SUSTAINABLE FUTURE
BY TINA IRGANG LEADERMAN

W

hen Metsä Group, one of the world’s
top forest product companies, was
looking for a place to consolidate its
East Coast operations, Baltimore
turned out to be a natural fit.
The distribution network, capacity availability
and the Port’s convenient location played a big role
in Metsä’s decision, as did the company’s existing
presence there, said Dorothy Geyer, Supply Chain
Director for Metsä Board Americas.
Another important factor: the Port of Baltimore’s
commitment to sustainability.
“Metsä Board’s sustainability goals for the next
10 years include sustainability requirements for
suppliers, and we are seeking ways to reduce CO2
emissions of transportation,” Geyer said. “We have
recently updated our supplier code of conduct and
we expect all our suppliers/partners to comply with
those principles.”
The new contract between Metsä, the Maryland
Department of Transportation Maryland Port
Administration (MDOT MPA) and terminal operator
BalTerm was signed in October 2020 and took
effect Jan. 1.
“We are very pleased to grow and expand on our
long-term relationships with Metsä and BalTerm,”
said MDOT MPA Executive Director William P.
Doyle. “Their decision to consolidate all their MidAtlantic cargo through Baltimore speaks volumes
on the Port of Baltimore’s experienced labor, firstrate facilities, and overall abilities to handle forest
products. We value the partnership and look forward
to receiving those ships in 2021.”
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Efficient
Effective
Experienced
westernfumigation.com
800-542-1542

Servicing the Eastern United States Ports since 1928

Mobile Full Service Ship Repair Yard
Emergency/Maintenance | Field & Shop Repairs | Machine Shop/Fabrications
Serving Baltimore,Wilmington & Philadelphia
Around-The-Clock Service
Floating Equipment To Service Vessels At Cargo Piers
Dry Dock & Wet Berth Services

Riding Crews To Service Vessels While Under Way

The General Ship Repair Corp.
1449 Key Highway, Baltimore, Maryland 21230
Phone: 410/752-7620 | Fax: 410/752-4650
info@generalshiprepair.com
www.generalshiprepair.com

contract, the Royal Wagenborn
Oranjeborg, arrived at the Port in
mid-February.

BILL MCALLEN

 The first vessel under the new

Industrial Division of The General Ship Repair Corporation
Commercial & Industrial Repairs | Structural & Mechanical
Machining & Fabrications

“A Baltimore Tradition With Over Ninety-Five Years
In The Same Location”
To subscribe or renew, visit www.marylandports.com [25]

 PORT BUSINESS

 An aerial view of Metsä’s mill in
Husum, Sweden.

Ocean carriers Royal Wagenborg and
Spliethoff were selected to service Metsä.
The first vessel under the new contract,
the Royal Wagenborg Oranjeborg, arrived
in Baltimore in mid-February.

A Win-Win Agreement
The agreement is a win both for the
Port and for Metsä, allowing the
company “to improve our transportation
services, mitigate costs and enhance
our supply chain efforts,” Geyer said.
It’s also a win for the Port’s labor force,
according to Scott Cowan, President
of International Longshoremen’s
Association Local 333. “Each time a
company like Metsä makes the decision
to invest long-term in the Port of
Baltimore, it means job stability to our
men and women.”
Based in Finland, Metsä Group
operates in 30 countries around the
world, with production facilities in
eight countries. The company prides
itself on its record of sustainability and
stewardship: 100% of the company’s
raw wood materials is traceable, and
85% is certified.

A major component of Metsä’s
ongoing success is its ability to anticipate
market trends and pivot accordingly. One
example: Metsä’s decision a few years
ago to drop paper products and switch
to packaging material.
“Digitalization has decreased paper
consumption — a trend that started
BILL MCALLEN
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already years ago,” said Geyer. Metsä
“saw an opportunity to grow profitably
in paperboard, packaging being a
growing sector driven by population
growth, globalization and urbanization.”
As consumers began to request
more sustainable packaging, demand
for fiber-based, recyclable and
lightweight packaging materials grew,
playing right into Metsä’s focus area.
“Today, Metsä Board is a paperboard
company with focus on lightweight
ecological paperboards,” Geyer said.
“This transformation took us more
than 10 years, but was definitely worth
it.” The transformation has proven to
be a successful one. The company is
financially in good shape, continuing to
build groundwork that enables a longterm, sustainable growth.

Port Helps Support
Pandemic Demand
The pandemic, which caused a surge
in e-commerce, also resulted in
greater demand for Metsä’s products.
“Metsä Board’s paperboard products
are predominantly used in packaging
of food, beverage, pharmaceuticals,
household care and similar products,
and as such play an important role
in securing uninterrupted consumer
access to essential products,” Geyer
said. “As we responded to the increase
in demand, we of course also needed
the support of our logistics partners,
of which port operators are crucial
ones. We are happy to say that the
cooperation with the Port of Baltimore
has been excellent during this
challenging period.” •

METSÄ GROUP
AT A GLANCE
YEAR FOUNDED: 1947
EMPLOYEES: 9,200
ANNUAL SALES:
5.5 billion Euros

www.metsagroup.com

REACH TOP MARITIME
INDUSTRY DECISION-MAKERS
Must-read Port news,
business profiles
and features that
target key business
owners, managers
and executives

FOR ADVERTISING INFORMATION
Contact Steve Lassiter at 443-909-7828
or steve.lassiter@todaymediacustom.com
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 PORT VIEW

STORY BY TINA IRGANG LEADERMAN

The Television Program
That Boosted a Port and City

T

he image above shows a display of promotional
materials for The Port That Built a City, a
television program dedicated to the Port of
Baltimore that aired weekly on WMAR from
1950 to 1965.
The program’s host throughout its run was
Helen Delich Bentley, a maritime reporter for The Baltimore
Sun who became one of the Port’s most important
boosters. She chaired the Federal Maritime Commission
from 1969 to 1975, and later served as Congresswoman for
Maryland’s 2nd Congressional District from 1985 to 1995.

The Port That Built a City (which also aired under a
longer name, The Port That Built a City and State) presented
a mix of news on maritime and transportation issues, as
well as providing in-depth looks of the Port’s businesses
and its people.
In honor of Bentley’s achievements in promoting the
Port, Gov. Robert Ehrlich renamed the Port of Baltimore in
her honor in 2006.
The Baltimore Museum of Industry recently received a
grant to preserve, catalog and rehouse film clips and scripts
from the show (for more information, see pg. 9). •

The display image above is provided by The Baltimore Museum of Industry.
Visit the museum for exhibitions and collections that document the lives of
the workers who helped to propel this city to greatness. thebmi.org
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■

January/February/March 2021

NOW LEASING
Join Port-related
tenants at
The World Trade
Center Baltimore

4 1Pratt
East

"Moving our offices to the iconic World Trade Center Baltimore has proven to
be a great decision for our company! It offers incredible views, an unbeatable
location in the heart of Baltimore’s world-famous Inner Harbor, and is close to
the light rail, subway, buses, and I-95. Our expectations have been surpassed.”

T H E W O R L D T R A D E C E N T E R B A LT I M O R E

-Mediterranean Shipping Company (USA) Branch Manager

»

Lease space today in one of downtown’s most secure buildings with oversight by the
Maryland Port Administration

»

296,139 square feet of expansive city and waterfront views

»

Some of the most competitive rental rates on Pratt Street

»

Managed by Complete Building Services, a subsidiary of The Donohoe Companies

»

CALL TODAY TO LEARN MORE AND TAKE ADVANTAGE OF A SPECIAL OFFER

TERRI HARRINGTON

410.821.8585
tharrington@mackenziecommercial.com

WWW. MACKENZIECOMMERCIAL .COM

Maryland Department of Transportation
Maryland Port Administration
The World Trade Center Baltimore
Baltimore, MD 21202
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ACE LOGISTICS

Now Serving Los Angeles, Stockton, Seattle, Charleston & Oakland

WAREHOUSING | TRANSPORTATION | CONTRACT PACKAGING | DISTRIBUTION

FOREIGN TRADE ZONE
4200 Boston Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21224
1. 800 . 486 . 5996 | Cell: 410.294.4517
Email: alec@acelogisticsonline.com

• Cross-Docking
• Consolidation
• Drayage Services

